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Stay up to date what's new and what we're planning.
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WE CARE ABOUT YOUR PRIVACY









WEDO.cz is tailored to your needs. We personalize the content and show you relevant offers and products based on your behavior on the website. We also analyze your behavior on the website so that we can improve our services or develop new services for you. We do this through the use of cookies and other network identifiers that may contain personal information.

By clicking on the "Accept" button, you allow us to store on your end-device the cookies of WEDO.CZ website and of our partners (e.g. search engines or social networks), give us access to your end device and allow us to process some of your personal data, including profiling, market and statistical analysis. You can change your cookie settings under the "Cookie Settings " button. By clicking on the "Accept only necessary" button, we will use only the cookies which we need to operate the website.

The controller of your personal data will be our company, Allegro Retail a.s. and some of the partners we work with. Your personal data will be processed for the purposes of making our site and services easy to use, presenting you with relevant content and personalised ads, measuring ads and content, generating statistics and improving features. Giving your consent is voluntary. You can withdraw or renew your consent at any time under the "Cookie settings" tab on the homepage. Withdrawal of consent does not affect the lawfulness of processing carried out prior to such withdrawal. You can find more information about data processing and our partners on this page.
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You can adjust your preferences and individual consents in the cookie settings .




Consent preferences by category





Technical cookies (for our website to function)          

always active





These are essential cookies without which the website or the requested services could not be operated. These cookies include technically necessary cookies, including those ensuring IT security, cookies for storing selected settings (favorite pages, remembering logins), cookies necessary for communication (load balancing cookies), essential cookies for the functioning of advertising (limiting the number of ads displayed), cookies for compliance with the terms of access to our website and essential cookies for the possibility of A/B testing of website alternative solutions
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Analytical and performance cookies (enabling us to improve our website)          







These cookies are used to measure and analyse the traffic on our website (number of visitors, pages viewed, average browsing time, etc.), to help us improve its functioning and develop new services for you. By consenting, you help us obtain valuable data about how you use our site. This makes our website work better.
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Advertising and social media cookies (preventing displaying of ads uninteresting for you)          







These cookies are used for the purpose of advertisements displayed on third party websites, including social media and contextual advertising. They are tailored to your preferences and help us measure the effectiveness of our advertising campaigns. If you disable these cookies, you will still see advertising (including ours) when you browse the internet, but it will not be tailored to you and will be less relevant to you.
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